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Abstract 
 
The Results-Oriented Grazing for Ecological Resilience (R.O.G.E.R.) group was formed in 2016 out of a need to 
develop and improve relationships among agency staff and ranchers and to find effective and compatible solutions 
to range management and fish and wildlife habitat issues across the Great Basin. The purpose was to collaborate 
among ranchers and agencies to achieve land management objectives that conserve sagebrush ecosystems and 
support ranching. This purpose will be achieved through a process that includes: 1) developing a shared vision of 
on-the-ground conditions; 2) creating a common understanding of what it will take to achieve those outcomes; 3) 
identifying ways to provide ranchers needed flexibility on the ground; 4) documenting and sharing successes, 
failures, and lessons learned with this group and others. 
 
The group vision is to seek opportunities to implement on-the-ground results that support greater sage-grouse and 
the sagebrush ecosystem while maintaining the economic viability of livestock operations. This is a positive and 
proactive public/private network that continues to meet, communicate, and build relationships while 
constructively engaging on issues, seeking agreement on problems and opportunities, and sharing experiences and 
lessons learned with others. 
 
The group convenes quarterly to create a venue to bring various parties together to communicate, share 
information, ask the hard questions, struggle through disagreements, and learn in order to develop solutions to 
the problems at hand. The group functions as an information, learning and communication venue that supports 
individuals or groups of individuals experimenting in different ways. 
 
The R.O.G.E.R. group is a work in progress to effectively demonstrate restoration success on the landscape, though 
tremendous progress has been made on the human dimensions front. The initial driver for this collaborative was a 
common desire to improve wildlife habitats while also improving management flexibility for ranchers operating 
under grazing permits on public lands because the status quo was simply not achieving desired results. This was 
further reinforced through land use planning that elevated sage-grouse habitats in land use decision making that 
had the potential to further constrain operational activities for ranchers.  
 
Affecting conservation change in the Great Basin high desert, not unlike other landscapes, requires considerable 
time. Importantly, building trust and co-produced outcomes in a matrix of public and private lands is also a process 
that requires time. Progress to date on the successes and lessons learned will be shared in this presentation, 
including insights on group process, the challenge of western lands management, and the path ahead to achieve 
the vision of this broad stakeholder driven collaborative to build landscape-scale conservation successes. 
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